Hornet Soccer Program: An Overview

Practice Philosophy:
Training sessions are 45 minutes in length and designed to work on individual/technical skills with the soccer ball. Each player will always have a ball to work with for all training sessions. Groups are small by design to allow lots of individual attention and personal time with coaches.

Our coaches work closely together to ensure all groups receive the same, quality instruction coupled with a challenging environment to ensure that all players are able to learn skills and then master them.

All training sessions are held immediately after school on Greenhill’s campus, and the staff organizes parent volunteers to help get players from dismissal to the fields and back to Extended Day (if needed).

Saturday Morning Games:
- Saturday morning sessions are all conducted at Greenhill and built around small-sided (4v4 and 3v3) and continuous-play games;
- Players play many games on small-sized fields to maximize a player’s opportunities to practice skills learned during the week;
- Coaches manage the game play aided by varsity soccer players from Greenhill, Our game days are a great environment for coaches to reinforce the topics taught during the skills sessions each week.
- We aim to make games challenging and competitive, and we group players by ability for games to ensure players are challenged and find an opportunity to achieve some sort of success on the field.
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